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HOW TO COMPUTE INTEREST.

i:\ \\M-I.K i.

As 60 days' interest at 6 per cent, per annum is 1 per cent., the interest for 30 days is 1

per cent, on half the principal; therefore the rule: Multiply half the principal by the
number of months and one-third the number of days (to make the days decimal parts of

:id the result after marking oil' fractions, will be interest at G per cent.

.ired interest on $2,805.80 for 7 months 24 days.

the principal $ 1,432.90

Multiply 7.8

1146320
1008030

$111.76020

;
if 10, move the decimal

Answer $111

If 7 per cent, is required, add 1-0
; if 8, add i ;

if 9, add
one point to the right and divide by 6.

EXAMPLE 2.

The following is the shortest and most accurate method of computing interest known.

Multiply the principal by the number of days, and divide

If at 5 per cent., by 7200.

If at per cent, by 6000.

If at 7 per cent., by ri v.\.

If at 8 per cent., by 4500.

If at H per cent., by 4000.

If at 10 per cent., by 3000.

If at 11 per cent., by 8273.
If at 12 per cent., by 3000.

If at 13 per cent., by 2700.

If at 14 per cent., by
If at 15 per cent., by 2400.

EXAMIM.I. :j.

Taking as a basis 300 days to a year, and per cent, per annum, we perceive if twelve
months bring 6 per cent., two months will produce 1 per cent. As 1 per rent, is a hundredth

part of any amount, and is easily obtained by dividing any amount by 100, or simply pointing
off two right-hand figures, as for example, per cent, for sixty days of $100 is $1. Take,
for example :

Principal, $1,279.50 ; required the interest at per cent, per annum for ninety-three

days. Solution :

6 per cent, for 00 days $12.79.50
6 per cent, for 80 days, half of 60 0.39:76

6 per cent, for 3 days, one-tenth of 30 03.98

Total 93 $19.83.23

Throwing away the fractions of cents we have $19.83. If a basis of 305 days is

taken instead of 860, a 78 times, divide the amount $19.83 by 73,
and we have 27 cents, which deduct from $ 19.88

.27

Grand result. $ 19.50

If 8 per cent, is required, add i, if 7, 1-0, if 10, f, etc., always keeping the starting

point 6 per cent, for sixty days, by pointing off two right-hand figures of the dollars.

MI'LE 4.

A short, simple and accurate method of computing interest is found in the following
rule, namely : Multiply principal by number of days, and divide by 360. The quotient
will be the interest at 1 percent., and for any other multiply by the per cent, desired.

EXAMPLE 5.

Divide 86,500 by the rate of interest, multiply the number of days by the principal,
and divide the product by the quotient arrived at by the first operation. If there is a fraction
after the latter division it is because there are cents in the answer.
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